
ABOUT THIS REPORT
This report was written by  Barbara Neuhofer and Professor Dimitrios Buhalis of the BU eTourismLab, Bournemouth 
University, UK. With the rise of customer centricity  and the emergence of technologies, tourism experiences have 
become increasingly  driven, co-created and facilitated by  social and mobile technologies. With its massive potential of 
implementation throughout the entire customer journey, pre/during/post travel, technology  has been transforming the 
nature of contemporary  tourism experiences. This  report highlights 10 cutting-edge industry  cases realising technology 
enhanced tourism experiences to reveal how  businesses can instrumentalise technology  to facilitate more interactive, 
co-created and competitive tourism experiences in the future.
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THE CUSTOMER JOURNEY: TECHNOLOGIES FOR 
ENHANCED TOURISM EXPERIENCES

By  integrating emerging information and communication technologies, tourism experiences can be taken to new levels. 
The range of ICTs, by  accompanying the tourist with any  device, anywhere and anytime, is maximising possibilities by 
introducing new ways to create technology-enhanced experiences everywhere along the customer journey, i.e. pre/
during/post travel. In this process,  ICTs support tourists throughout numerous activities,  such as inspiration, preliminary 
information search, comparison, decision making, travel planning, communication,  engagement, retrieval of information 
as well as post-sharing  and recollecting travel experiences. 

This means that with technology, the tourism experience is no longer restricted to services encounters on-site but is 
extended and dynamically  created in both physical and virtual experience spaces. For tourism providers to remain 
competitive, one of the main challenges will thus be to understand how to use technology  as a catalyst of change for the 
creation of successful, compelling and valuable tourism experiences. This report aims to highlight selected best-practice 
examples of the tourism industry  that currently  successfully  realise technology-enhanced tourism experiences 

throughout various stages of travel. These 10 cutting-edge best-practice examples include: 
PixMeAway, Australian Airports, KLM, VisitBritain, Airbnb, Amazing Thailand, Hotel Lugano 
Dante, Sol Meliá International, Inamo Restaurant and TripAdvisor.
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1. PRE-TRAVEL-STAGE
TECHNOLOGY-ENHANCED TRIP INSPIRATION
PIXMEAWAY
Information and communication technologies (ICTs) now  support tourists throughout a range of travel activities from 
inspiration, preliminary  search, to comparison, decision making and booking. In the pre-travel stage ICTs have unclosed 
new  possibilities and ways for tourists  to get inspired, receive personalised recommendations as well as plan and pre-
experience tourism destinations online.

PixMeAway, developed by  Pixtri OG, is a successful example of a picture-based search engine that allows intuitive travel 
inspiration and planning. Tourists can choose from a range of images and choose their travel type through which the 
ideal travel destinations recommendations are offered. Through a unique picture based search algorithm, PixMeAway 
currently  provides information on 120,000 places to visit and things to do around the world. With the idea of “a picture is 
worth a thousand words”, the platform provides an innovative solution for tourists  to enhance their early  stages of travel 
inspiration and planning in an interactive and personalised way.
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2. TRANSIT-STAGE
TECHNOLOGY-ENHANCED AIRPORT EXPERIENCE
AUSTRALIAN AIRPORTS NFC SERVICE
A number of different technologies come into use while the tourist is on the move, in transit or at the destination. The 
increased mobility  and availability  of ICTs have rendered mobile technologies key  tools, by  enabling information access 
and retrieval anywhere and anytime.

 

The Australian airports Sydney, Melbourne and Brisbane provide recent examples in which travellers can now  interact 
with Google Play  content by  tapping an NFC tag or scanning a QR code featured on 39 digital advertising panels 
managed by  Ooh! Media. Android phone users can also download selected books,  movies, music, magazines or apps 
directly  to their phone using Ooh's free airport WiFi.  This campaign is a real example of how the traditional billboard and 
technology  can work together to create a deeper connection between a brand and an individual.  It also demonstrates 
how  well online and digital billboards work together, and how  smartphones can drive deeper forms of engagement and 
enable consumers to connect and enhance their experience on-the-move online.
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3. TRANSIT-STAGE
TECHNOLOGY-ENHANCED SOCIAL FLIGHT
KLM
In the context of travel and tourism, tourists undergo a number of technology-facilitated touch points including booking 
and reservations. In the case of KLM Social Seating initiative called Meet and Seat,  technology  comes into place through 
social media engagement by facilitating pre-travel customer-to-customer co-creation online.

The KLM Meet and Seat program enables tourists booked on certain KLM long-haul flights to find a travel companion 
within the same flight.  In this case technologies allows passengers to view  other passengers' Facebook or LinkedIn 
profile details and see where they  will be sitting before they  fly. For instance, people might search for other people who 
work in the same industry  of field or are travelling to the same conference,  event or venue.  While many  businesses are 
using social channels just to reach people with their social advertising, KLM is taking a new  approach to customer 
involvement and social engagement. It opens new opportunities for customers to connect, co-create with each other 
through their profiles online to make their real flight experience a more socially engaging, meaningful and valuable one.
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4. ON-SITE STAGE
TECHNOLOGY-ENHANCED LOCALISED SOCIAL 
EXPERIENCES  
AIRBNB

With new  technologies being developed, new  types of tourist activities are emerging that both transform conventional 
experiences and will result in the emergence of new  types of tourism experiences. By  using technology, tourists are now 
able to connect and create new social experiences more than ever before. Beyond interactions with tourism providers, 
destination organisations or other consumers,  ICTs are now  able to connect with locals for more social and localised 
tourism experiences.

Airbnb is a website matching up homeowners with tourists and backpackers wanting a place to stay  that can be 
accessed directly  through the web as well as mobile devices.  Tourists in search for a place to stay  can find very  unique 
opportunities when exploring a destination,  ranging from a shared flat in London to a castle in Edinburgh. With its 
innovative platform, tourists can connect with the owners of the accommodation for a more local and authentic travel and 
place experience. It is a new opportunity  for tourists to experience to live like a local and get a chance to immerse in the 
local way  of live. This example shows that new  platforms can lead to a new  type of experiences that shift away  from 
standard to more social, personal and localised experiences.
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5. ON-SITE STAGE
TECHNOLOGY-ENHANCED DESTINATION 
EXPERIENCE 
VISIT BRITAIN
It is increasingly  important for destinations to keep up with the dynamics of the market and innovate in order to remain 
competitive by  adopting the most recent ICT applications within their destinations. The implementation of social media 
sites allows tourists not only  to engage but also to post, share and co-create their experiences with destinations and 
other tourists online.

For instance, VisitBritain’s Love UK Facebook page has allowed the organisation to develop an extensive platform of 
social engagement. Moreover, their mobile application LoveUK is completely  consumer generated by  listing the top 100 
locations of the UK ranked by  tourist’s Facebook check-ins. This means that VisitBritain places travel suggestions in the 
hands of tourism consumers who determine the must-see places of a destination together through their collective 
behaviour and personal preferences. In that it uses a bottom-up appraoch, VisitBritain represents a successful example 
of consumer empowerment for technology-facilitated co-creation experiences in the tourism destination and the online 
space at the same time.
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6. ON-SITE STAGE
TECHNOLOGY-ENHANCED DESTINATION 
EXPERIENCE 
Amazing Thailand
In the increasingly  competitive tourism industry, DMOs need respond to changes and embrace the opportunities offered 
by  emerging ICTs. In order to facilitate successful destination experiences, technologies will provide critical tools to 
extend the destination space and create more engaging experiences both in the physical and virtual space online.

Amazing Thailand can be considered as a best practice example of a technology  enhanced destination experience in the 
virtual space. Thailand’s DMO website features tools, such as videos,  images and user-generated stories that 
particularly  enhance the virtual pre-travel experience by  inspiring, pre-living experiences and encouraging individuals to 
come to Thailand. In addition, Thailand provides a unique platform for customer-to-customer interaction by  encouraging 
tourists to tell their stories and share their past-travel experiences for future tourists online. By  doing so, consumers can 
engage in a virtual space that allows them to emotionally engage and pre- and post-experience the destination online.
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7. ON-SITE STAGE
TECHNOLOGY-ENHANCED PERSONALISED
HOTEL EXPERIENCE
HOTEL LUGANO DANTE
With increasing competition in the domain of tourism experiences,  one of the key  areas will lie in the exploration of 
maximising technology  use for experience personalisation. Tourism organisations and hotels are increasingly  looking 
into enabling tourists to personalise services and experiences by  giving them the possibility  to change settings, adapt to 
their personal preferences and determine information for their specific needs. Recent examples show that technology 
will provide the key  tool to collect, store and retrieve customer information to facilitate more personalised tourism 
experiences.

Guest experience constitutes the number one factor when choosing a hotel.  Technology  provides huge potential to 
enhance the overall guest experience by  engaging guests and staff throughout the multiple touch points during a stay. 
The Hotel Lugano Dante can be considered as a best-practice example of technology  use for personalisation. By 
developing a unique concept called HGRM, a digital Happy  Guest Relationship Management system, members of staff 
can store, access and retrieve guest information and dynamically  create personalised guest experiences throughout all 
touch-points and phases of the stay.  Starting from the guest reservation, confirmation, arrival, through restaurant visits 
and in-room experience, guests are provided with a fully personalised hotel experience.
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8. ON-SITE STAGE
TECHNOLOGY-ENHANCED SOCIALLY ENGAGING 
HOTEL EXPERIENCE
MELIA HOTELS INTERNATIONAL

The increasing customer diversity  and demands are changing the landscape of the hotels. In order to stay  competitive 
hotel businesses need to realise the potential of social network sites, such as Facebook and Twitter, to engage, 
communicate and co-create with tourists not only offline but increasingly in the online-world.

Meliá Hotels  International is  a best-practice example of the hotel industry  that has taken a new  step in meeting the 
expectations of an increasingly  experiential and social customer through an innovative technological approach. Meliá 
Hotels International have recently  launched a new  program, which makes its innovative @SolWaveHouse Hotel become 
the first ever "twitter experience hotel" in the world.  Through an innovative use of technology  in the hotel, it facilitates 
interactions between social networking fans' and customers, to provide a new  type of experience of fun, new friendships, 
surprise, excitement and “buzz”  to the young audience. The main engine of the whole experience is the virtual 
community  called #SocialWave, only  available from the hotel’s Wi-Fi, which guests can access from their devices and 
registering with their twitter accounts. Two Twitter Concierges are devoted exclusively  to meet guest requests via Twitter 
and generate conversation in this virtual community, acting as a link between all of them. This unique form of maximised 
co-creation allows guests to meet, chat, get to know each other and share their experiences online.
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9. ON-SITE
TECHNOLOGY-ENHANCED 
IMMERSIVE RESTAURANT EXPERIENCE
INAMO RESTAURANT
Emerging technologies are not only  altering current experiences but also lead to new  types of tourism experience. While 
technology  can enable or enhance travel activities and experiences, technology  can also become the core experience 
itself.

The restaurant business is competitive, and restaurateurs increasingly  need to add customer value through innovative 
approaches. The Inamo Restaurant has pioneered as a best-practice case introducing E-Table, an interactive ordering 
system which uses a combination of table touchpads and overhead projection. This technology  provides a fully 
digitalised dining experience that is in the control of the customers, who can place orders, watch their food being 
prepared, change the ambiance of the table or play  games. The innovative example of Inamo shows how  to integrate 
technology  into the restaurant environment, thereby  transform the traditional experience, and provide customers with a 
holistic immersive technology-enhanced experience.
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10. POST-TRAVEL
TECHNOLOGY-ENHANCED EXPERIENCE
SOCIAL SHARING AND REVIEWS
TRIPADVISOR
In the post-travel stage, ICTS help tourists to enhance their experiences through recollection and sharing upon the return 
home. Technological platforms that allow  for sharing multimedia content,  such as photographs and videos with others 
are particularly  valuable. The post-travel stage is critical for tourism providers and destinations to engage with tourists in 
order to co-create, socially  share and write review  about their lived experiences. While allowing tourists  to re-construct 
their past experiences, these platforms also demarcate the beginning of other tourists’ pre-travel stage in that they  can 
look for inspiration, information and opinions that is critical for travel decision making.

TripAdvisor is amongst the most successful social networking sites and virtual communities in tourism that facilitates the 
sharing and reviewing of all hotels and tourism activities around the world and empowers individuals to engage in 
discussion forums to communicate and share with each other. The system provides users with independent travel 
reviews and comments written from TripAdvisor members and expert advisors rendering it a powerful platform for 
customer-to-customer interaction and post-travel co-creation, outside the provider sphere, among peers.
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THE DIGITAL TOURISM THINK TANK
REPORTS AND BEST PRACTICE

The Digital Tourism Think Tank is a new  initiative which aims to  provide a platform for 
knowledge exchange, best practice, events and workshops and benchmarking for the 
tourism industry.

The Think Tank is supported by  Yahoo!  and designed specifically  to support the work of 
CEOs, Marketing Managers and e-Marketing Managers working in DMOs who are 
responsible for creating engaging and inspiring digital campaigns.

ABOUT BARBARA NEUHOFER

Barbara Neuhofer is a PhD Researcher at the eTourismLab at Bournemouth University, 
UK, researching the cutting-edge area of Technology Enhanced Tourist Experiences. 
Barbara has recently written a number of publications about the role of ICTs in tourism 
experiences, co-creation and the marketing and management of experiences in tourism 
destinations. Recently Barbara has also been recognised by the Institute of Travel and 
Tourism for her achievements and cutting-edge research by being awarded the ITT PhD 
Student of the Year 2013 Award. Barbara is also an active member of the eTourism 
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(IFITT).

BOURNEMOUTH UNIVERSITY E-TOURISM LAB

This exciting new  research Lab, led by  Professor Dimitrios Buhalis and Bournemouth 
University, explores cutting edge information and communication technologies, alongside 
e-based strategic management and marketing for the tourism and hospitality industries. 

The eTourism lab’s mission is to push back the barriers of knowledge on eTourism and 
through Information Communication Technologies (ICTs) empower policy  making and 
strategic competitive advantage.

ABOUT DIMITRIOS BUHALIS

Professor Dimitrios Buhalis is a Strategic Management and Marketing expert with 
specialisation in Information Communication Technology  applications in the Tourism, 
Travel, Hospitality  and Leisure industries. He is currently  Director of the eTourism 
Lab and Deputy  Director of the International Centre for Tourism and Hospitality 
Research, at Bournemouth University  in England. Dimitrios is also the President of 
the International Federation for Information Technologies in Travel and Tourism 
(IFITT).
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